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Brief and objectives: 

One+ is the quarterly magazine for United Utilities’ people. The magazine has evolved over 

the years and we successfully launched our re-vamped edition in December 2017.  

One+ continuously strives to be better, faster and cheaper. It’s a high quality publication full 

of topical content but in 2017, we found it was dropping in popularity and we were losing 

engagement with our readers. We had editions left over and the focus of the magazine 

became too centralised on projects and corporate news.  

Although we knew these elements were still important to communicate to our employees, we 

wanted to bring the fun back and include content they would want to read about.   

Following a review, we focused on:  

 Informing employees about what’s happening at United Utilities by supporting our 

vision and values 

 Entertaining employees and putting the focus back on our people   

 Providing consistent messages across all communication channels  

 Keeping costs as low as possible  

We print 2,900 copies for our 5,500 employees which are distributed around our head office 

and posted to our sites across the North West. We also produce a digital PDF which is 

uploaded on our intranet and Yammer.  

Most of our audience are remote workers who have limited time and access to our online 

channels and One+ helps us to bridge that gap. 

 

 

 



Rationale behind publication, including research and planning: 

We wanted to understand how effective employees found our communication channels.  

Out of 1,055 employees surveyed, 81% read the magazine and it became clear that they 

wanted to read about what their colleagues were up to outside of work. 

Features like walk of the month, people news and puzzles and quizzes all came out as 

features that would increase our readership figures.  

Although 69% said they would be happy to read their news online, there was still an appetite 

for the printed magazine and comments included:  

“Compared to other companies I’ve worked the communications are far superior – there’s a 

great mix of stories, pictures, video and magazine.” 

There was also an appetite to include more social media and reflect our other channels in 

the magazine.  

Using the employee feedback and a collaborative brainstorming session we revitalised the 

magazine to bring our company to life for the end user, with more of a focus on our people.  

 

Strategy and tactics, including creativity and innovation: 

Fun photography and eye-catching colours are at the heart of what makes One+ a great 

publication. Combine this with the compelling content and strong storytelling, One+ has 

brought a buzz back to our employees.  

We constantly look for engaging front covers with creative artwork to grab employees’ 

attention. The most recent issues featured our leak sniffing dog, and two cancer survivors 

who are raising funds for our company charity Macmillan. 

Alongside the people news, we make sure we bring the corporate narrative to life with a key 

business focus in each issue. Innovation was the hot topic for this mag, with Health, Safety 

and Wellbeing being the key focus for our next issue. Our CEO continues to produce his 

own column and we still feature key business messages, but put a people news twist on the 

angle of the story where we can. We also feature more diverse imagery to represent the 

cross section of our workforce and customers. 

On the back of the feedback we now include: 

 A News in Brief feature which allows us to take the best bits from our intranet 

 A people news section, with many stories and pictures taken from Yammer e.g. U-

time, No Bumps Today Please and Fantastic Fundraisers  

 Focus on our company charity work and fundraising 

 Competitions in each issue allow two-way interaction with our readers  

 Puzzles and Walk of the Month  



 The Social Scoop brings what we’re communicating to our customers and 

stakeholders to our employees  

 Front Cover Flashback shows our employees how far we have come as a business  

We combine news stories in the magazine, with videos on our intranet, and social media 

posts on Yammer making sure our communications are fully integrated across all our 

channels. We also share content with our external communication teams.   

 

Implementation of tactics: 

As a result of employee feedback, we’ve now ramped up the promotion for One+.  

Instead of sending a copy to each individual’s home, we deliver to our sites across the North 

West and at our head office. The communications team holds a mass hand out – a mini 

event with freebies to promote the magazine. We also promote the launch through site 

posters, Yammer posts and stories on our intranet. 

All content is produced by the in-house internal communications and employees are 

encouraged to submit stories, for example the new Time to Celebrate feature. We also use 

lots of user generated content in the magazine, rather than professional photography, which 

keeps our costs low. 

 

Measurement and evaluation, including engagement of target readers: 
 When the One+ magazine relaunched, it was in the top 5 read stories on our intranet 

that month 

 More than 550 employees read the Yammer post about the One+ magazine 

 Over 40 employees have submitted stories for future issues  

 We had a great up-take in our competitions from each issue  

Our employees have also shared positive feedback:  

 “I never used to pick up a copy of the magazine, but this edition I have read cover to 

cover – great job!”  

 “I've just seen July's copy of the one and seen my picture in the One + magazine. 

That's brilliant!” 

 “Just enjoying a quick catch up with the One magazine and was great to read about 

one of our own FSEs” 

Our external stakeholders, members of the board and external visitors all get to see a copy 

and the editions always receive great feedback. One employee from the Environment 

Agency has personally requested to be added to the distribution list.  

 



Budget and cost effectiveness: 

The most recent issue cost £6,073 for design and print, and £7,185 if you include 

photography. This has reduced by 30 per cent to previous issues. Our budget for each issue 

was £10,000 so we’re successfully cutting the costs for our business, yet still increasing our 

reader population. 


